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Before embarking on any installation or wiring
operations, read this manual extremely
carefully.

The user must refer to the notes contained in it
and keep it safely for future reference.

EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS

Danger!
General danger or precautionary
warning with numerous implications.

Warning!
Read this manual carefully.

Danger!
Danger of electric shock.

Danger!
Danger that could cause personal injury.

Danger!
Danger of hands being crushed.

Warning!
Draws attention to instructions that must
be followed in order to prevent damage
to the actuator.

Notice
Indicates important notices to which
great attention must be paid.

NOTES ON THE ACTUATOR

The actuator D31Fce complies with
current safety standards. Operating
safety can be guaranteed only if
installers comply with the safety

regulations in force in the country where the
actuator is used. The D31Fce actuator is
designed exclusively to open and close top hung
windows and domes and is designed only for
indoor use. It is forbidden to put two or more
actuators on the same window without using a
synchronization accessory.
Any other application of the actuator must be
approved by Mingardi S.r.l. after technical testing of
the application.
Use only original accessories or accessories
approved by Mingardi S.r.l. to install the actuator.

IMPORTANT SAFETY REGULATIONS

Warning!
Read this manual carefully.

Warning!
In order to ensure personal safety,
strictly comply with the regulations that
are set out below.

USE AND MAINTENANCE

When using the D31Fce actuator, follow these
safety regulations:

do not allow children to play with the
remote controls; observe the moving
parts closely and allow neither adults
nor children to approach until the

moving parts have come to a complete stop. The
position of the three-way switch buttons must be
outside the field of action of the moving part of
the window.

at least once a year, check that the
power cable has not been damaged and
that it shows no sign of wear;

check that no object obstructs the
window movement; if faults arise, never
work on the actuator, never open or
dismantle parts of the actuator that

deny access to the inside of the mechanism.
If the actuator fails to function or is damaged,
contact service engineers; do not use the
actuator until it has been repaired.

INSTALLATION

Only qualified installers can carry out
installation.

The D31Fce actuator must be assembled and
wired up only by specialised staff who have
been properly trained and who are familiar
with the problems connected with automatic
window opening and closing systems,
technical reference standards and safety
standards.

Warning!
Incorrect installation may make the
actuator dangerous! Follow all the
instructions set out below.
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Checks
Before installing, check that:

• The actuator performance is sufficient to open
and close the window (but that the limits
displayed on the actuator ratings plate are not
exceeded). Remember that the window,
especially if it is a skylight, may have to
withstand wind, snow and perhaps even ice in
addition to its own weight.

•  The minimum height of the window is more
than 300 mm for actuators with strokes up to
300 mm and 500 mm for actuators with strokes
up to 500 mm

•  The frame components and hinges are of an
adequate size to stand up to the operating
stress.

•  The hinges and fixtures enable the actuator to
complete its opening stroke in order to prevent
damage to the structures due to the thrust or
tensile stress exerted by the actuator.

•  The electrical control systems comply with the
regulations in force in the country of use.

•  The electric wires used are of the appropriate
section.

•  The mains power supply and main switch are
near the window.

•  There is a junction box to house the power
cable conductors.

•  The packing contains all the component parts
and accessories required to install the actuator
(Fig. A00).

•  The actuator operates smoothly and correctly
when it is powered up and the two limit
switches that limit the extension and retraction
of the rod trip correctly.

•  That during assembly and disassembly of the
actuator from the window, as it is not blocked in
the open or closed position, appropriate
measures are taken to avoid any accidental
banging with impacts, breakages of the window
and injury to the operator.

•  A platform or scaffolding is provided if the
actuators are to be installed at a height of more
than 2.5 metres.

Operations that must be carried out before
fitting the actuator:

• Power up the actuator and make it perform one
stroke without being fitted to the window in
order to check that it has not suffered damage
during transit.

Warning!
If safety devices prevent the window
from being fully opened, or if the
window is opened less than the full

stroke of the actuator, the actuator or the window
may be damaged.

A FITTING TO TOP HUNG WINDOWS
AND DOME WINDOWS

• Bring front head ‘A’ to half way along its stroke
and proceed in the following manner:
1) Loosen nut ‘B’ with a spanner.
2) Turn the head clockwise or anticlockwise until

the required position is found, holding shaft
‘C’ stationary with the appropriate tool.

3) Tighten nut ‘B’.

• Identify and mark the centre line of the window
and of the fixed frame.

• Mark the fixing holes, using the supplied bracket
as a reference.

• Drill holes in the window and sill (or frame) with
the appropriate drill bits in order to fit the front
connection bracket (2) and the motor support
bracket (1).

•  Fix the front bracket (2) to the window and
tighten the screws (24) (not supplied).

• Fit the motor support bracket (1) to the actuator
by partially tightening the two screws (7) in the
holes.

A05
• Remove a snap ring (13) from its seat on the pin

(14) at the head of the rod of the actuator and
remove the pin.

A01

A02

A03

A04
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A06
•  When the window is closed and the actuator has

reached the end of stroke (actuator closed),
position everything in such a way that head ‘A’ is
inserted inside the bracket (2) and insert the pin
(14) without snap ring.

A07
• Move the actuator along its axis in order to exert

sufficient pressure on the window seal. Mark the
fixing holes, using the motor support bracket
supplied as a reference.

•  Remove the actuator from the front bracket by
removing pin (14) and then the motor support
bracket from the actuator by loosening the
screws (7).

A09
• Use an appropriate bit to drill the two previously

marked holes, fix the motor support bracket
with two screws (not supplied) and tighten.

• Use the bracket as a drilling template to drill the
two remaining holes, insert the screws and
tighten.

• Temporarily power up the actuator until the rod
comes out by about 40-50 mm.

Danger!
Danger of hands being crushed. When
the window is moving, do not insert
your hand between the fixed frame and
the moving parts.

• Position everything in such a way that head ‘A’
is inserted inside the bracket (2) and insert the
pivot (14) and the previously removed snap ring.

A11
•  Move the actuator along its axis until the two

holes of the motor support bracket coincide
with the side holes, insert the screws (7) and
tighten.

A12
•  Connect the actuator to the mains using the

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONNECTION TO THE
ELECTRIC NETWORK (part B of this manual) in
accordance with the safety regulations in force.

•  Start up the actuator in order to fully open the
window and close it again. This enables
operating efficiency, the limit switch and correct
window closing to be tested.

• If the frame does not close completely or if the
limit switch is not activated during closing, you
have to make the adjustment by carrying out
these operations:
1) Disconnect the actuator.
2) Remove a snap ring (13) and extract the pin (14)
3) Loosen nut ‘B’ with an appropriate spanner.
4) Rotate head ‘A’ anticlockwise by a few turns

holding shaft ‘C’ stationary with an
appropriate spanner.

5) Tighten nut ‘B’.
6) Put the pin (14) back and tighten the snap

ring (13).
7) Connect the actuator.

• If the limit switch works but the window remains
open, proceed as previously indicated, by
rotating the head ‘A’ clockwise by a few turns.

Danger!
Danger of hands being crushed. When
the window is moving, do not insert your
hand between the fixed frame and the
moving parts.

B CONNECTING TO THE POWER
SUPPLY

These wiring instructions are directed
exclusively at specialised persons who are
qualified to install electrical systems. Such
persons must at all times comply with current
regulations governing electrical installations.

Danger!
In order to eliminate the danger of
electric shock, disconnect the controls
from the power supply before working

on the actuators or the electrical system.
Always fit a main power switch upstream o the
control line cable with a gap of at least 3 mm
between contacts.

Danger!
Danger of hands being crushed. When
the window is moving, do not insert
your hand between the fixed frame and
the moving parts.

Warning!
If safety devices prevent the window
from being fully opened, or if the
window is opened less than the full

stroke of the actuator, the actuator or the window
may be damaged.

A08

A10
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Warning!
Install switchover buttons, main OFF
position, with a "man present" or
equivalent control. The position of the

three-way switch buttons must be outside the
field of action of the moving part of the window.
Connection to the mains is carried out using
cables having conductors with a minimum
section of 1 mm2 and that are long enough to
reach the junction box, which must be placed
close to the actuator. The electric conducts must
be properly sized according to the needs of each
single system. Connection to the mains is
performed using cables having wires with a
minimum section of 1 mm2, and adequate length
to reach the connector block, which has to be
placed near the actuator. The electric wires must
be properly sized according to the needs of each
single system. Install any remote controls in such
a position so that controlled automation is visible
and at a minimum height of 1.5 m. If the actuator
is supplied for operation without surveillance
(automatic or remote operation), it is advisable to
Install additional safety devices. You must
carefully follow the Instructions given at the side
of the wiring diagrams shown in this manual when
connecting to the electric network and to the
indicator wires. Only the actuator's absorbed
power is given on the data plate. If an Indicator
source is present, it is necessary to size the
electric system appropriately.

Note!
The Indicator with potential is to be
delivered with the same voltage as that
of the actuator's power supply.
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B01
Single connection.

B04
Single connection with
signalling.

B01

B02
Connection of more
than one actuator.

B03
Connection of two
a c t u a t o r s  w i t h
external probe.

B02

B03

B04

1 - Blue
2 - Black
3 - Brown
4 - White
5 - Red
   - Yellow / Green

A – Opens
B – Closes
C – Bipolar main power
supply switch with
m i n i m u m  c o n t a c t
opening of 3 mm.
D – 4 wires minimum
section of 1 mm2 and in
any case with a section
suited to the electric
load and length of the
line.
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Applications
Electric remote controlled opening and closing of top hung windows and domes in public, private and
industrial buildings.
Appliance features
• Limit switch that is automatically triggered when the final open/closed position is reached (open = rod

completely extended/closed = rod completely retracted)
• Opening stroke: can be varied between 180 and 500 mm
• Closing fine adjustment.
Possible actuator controls
• with manual three-way switch
• with control unit for two actuators
• with rain-wind detector (Batibus system)
• with radio-controlled receiver
Actuator ratings plate

DATA PLATE (placed on the product)

A MANUFACTURER'S NAME
B PRODUCT MODEL
C PRODUCT BAR CODE
D PRODUCT CODE NO.*
E WORKING VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY
F PRODUCT STROKE SYMBOL
G PRODUCT STROKE MAGNITUDE
H PRODUCT POWER
I PRODUCT THRUST/TENSILE FORCE
L PRODUCT DEGREE OF TIGHTNESS
M CONTINUOUS TIME OF OPERATION
N CE APPROVAL MARK

EL.INS. PLATE (placed on the product)

A PRODUCT CODE NO.
B PRODUCT BAR CODE
C WORK ORDER CODE NO.*/MINGARDI PRODUCTION LOT
D WORK ORDER BAR CODE/MINGARDI PRODUCTION LOT
E MINGARDI TEST REPORT NO.*
F MINGARDI TEST REPORT BAR CODE NO.*

1D31 180 1 4 2 0 00
Max. stroke

Power supply
voltage

No. Wires per
cable

Type of connection Colour
Varianti

personalizzate
Family

180=180mm
500=500mm

1=230V~50Hz
4
6

1= 1 connection
2= 2 connections

N = Anodised black
A = Anodised silver
B = White RAL 9010

00=No variants

SPECIFICATIONS
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ERRORS TO BE AVOIDED

   

The actuator cannot rotate to
open window.

Assembly not aligned with
actuator.

Stroke has not been
adjusted or has been
incorrectly adjusted.

Double control switch is not
interlocked.

DATI TECNICI

DATI TECNICI

MINGARDI S.r.l
Via J.F. Kennedy, 11
40069 Zola Predosa (BO) Italy
Tel. ++39 (051) 6169111
Telefax ++39 (051) 6169199




